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News from me

Well, it's been a while... my last
newsletter was back in February, and
there's been a lot going on since then.
As many of you will know, I was
diagnosed in March with a rare brain
tumour (I mean, honestly! !) and
subsequently spent several months in
the world-class Beatson West of
Scotland Centre for Cancer Care,
where the tumour actually failed to
respond to the heavy-duty
chemotherapy regime.
Never daunted, however, we press on
with radiotherapy instead, and I'm
happy to report that I'm doing
remarkably well for now, and we're

taking things a day at time, keeping
positive.
While I was in hospital, I discovered
that many of my writer pals had
taken it upon themselves to promote
my DI Donna Davenport series, and I
really can't thank them enough. Huge
hugs to you all!
So now I'm re-planning my writing
schedule, with the anticipated
completion of book 3 in my new
series, Beneath the Bones, set for the
end of this year, giving my wonderful
agent Kirstie Long of A for Authors
Agency a full trilogy to discuss with
publishers. Watch this space...

SCENE OF CRIME
Get along, take part

Don't miss these fantastic events!
Next up - Glasgow Waterstones (Sauchiehall Street), then plenty
more to attend if that's not handy for you. There's really no
excuse...

I'm always delighted to give a shout out to new releases and events, so
do get in touch if you've something you'd like me to add.
Drop me a line on Twitter @JackieJamxx

BEEN READING...

The PERFECT CRIME DOESN’T EXIST
One beautiful morning, Zhang Dongsheng pushes
his wealthy in-laws off a remote mountain. It’s the
perfect crime. Or so he thinks. For Zhang did not
expect that teenager Chaoyang and his friends
would catch him in the act. An opportunity for
blackmail presents itself and the kids start down a
dark path that will lead to the unravelling of all
their lives. Dark, heart-stopping and violent, Bad
Kids is the suspense thriller that has taken China by
storm, proving that anyone has what it takes to
become a killer.

My review
I really loved the book - the characters were believable and well developed all behaving according to type. The whole angle on Chinese society was, for
me, fascinating. Also, every twist and turn had me well and truly hooked
from beginning to end - the concept of a ‘simple’ murder spiralling so
horribly out of control in so many ways is genius. It was one of those books
where I was desperate to know how it might end, yet didn’t want to reach
the end! So well written and put together. Without doubt, a five star!

Now reading...
Molly lives a quiet, contained life in London. Naturally risk
averse, she gains comfort from security and structure. Every
day the same.
Her identical twin Katie is her exact opposite: gregarious and
spontaneous. They used to be inseparable, until Katie moved
to New York a year ago. Molly still speaks to her daily without
fail.
But when Molly learns that Katie has died suddenly in New
York, she is thrown into unfamiliar territory. Katie is part of her
DNA. As terrifying as it is, she must go there and find out what
happened. As she tracks her twin's last movements, cracks
begin to emerge. Nothing is what it seems. And a web of
deceit is closing around her.

CAN'T WAIT TO READ...
WHAT I'VE ADDED TO MY TBR

After the death of a patient in
her care, Radha begins taking
Valium to control her anxiety.
She tells herself she’s fine, but
as the pressures of being a
perfect wife, mother and
daughter mount, her little
habit spirals into addiction.
When she’s forced to find a
new source of pills, she
stumbles into the
blackmailing clutches of
Glasgow’s underworld.
A mistake that could cost her
everything.
They give her an impossible
choice: face personal and
professional ruin or have blood
on her hands by helping them
deal.
As she fights to protect all she
holds dear, can she protect
herself?

A murder she doesn’t
remember committing. Or a
killer she doesn’t remember
meeting? Liv Reese wakes up
in the back of a taxi with no
idea where she is or how she
got there. She is dropped off
at her apartment, but is
confronted by a stranger who
claims to live there. Confused,
she reaches for her phone to
call for help – only to find that
in its place is a bloodstained
knife. That’s when she sees
that her hands are covered in
scribbles repeating the same
two words: STAY AWAKE.
Last she recalls, Liv was a
successful writer for a New
York magazine. Now, she’s
lost and disoriented in the
city. She is horrified to see
news reports of a crime scene
where the victim’s blood has
been used to scrawl a
message: the same message
that’s inked on her hands.
What did she do last night
before waking in a moving
car?

LATELY

One Saturday afternoon, three
friends head north for a long
weekend. On Monday, they will
return home, having buried a
body in the woods.
For Hazel, reeling from the
discovery of her long-term
partner’s infidelity, a getaway
to a remote coastal village with
her best friends, Mickie and
Claire, seems like the ideal
remedy. And when a local
man, Aidan, takes a shine to
her, Hazel wonders if she’s
ready to move on.
Within hours, however, Aidan is
dead, leaving Hazel and her
friends with a dreadful choice:
to come clean or mount a
cover-up. Determined to
protect Hazel at all costs, the
friends forge a desperate pact.
But secrets have a habit of
catching up with you – and of
testing the bonds of friendship
to their limits. And Hazel is
about to find out that, no
matter how much she might
wish otherwise, you can’t bury
the truth forever.

PICK OF NEW RELEASES
Some of the best for the next few weeks
What really happened to January Jacobs? Twenty-five years ago,
January Jacob’s parents awoke to find their daughter’s bed empty, a
horrifying message spray-painted onto their wall. Hours later,
January’s body was found discarded in a ditch. Her murder was never
solved. But the town remembers. Journalist Margot Davies is tired of
reporting meaningless stories. One night, she stumbles upon a clue in
the most infamous crime in her hometown’s history: the unsolved
murder of six-year-old January. As Margot digs deeper, she begins to
suspect that there is something truly sinister lurking in the small
community: a secret that endangers the lives of everyone involved…
including Margot.
Lifeboat volunteer DI Shona Oliver receives a Mayday call. Upon the
beach is the badly burned body of a man, and a boy lies gravely
injured nearby. Strewn around them are scores of Second World War
incendiary bombs. The dead man is a local fisherman – his son the
other victim. As lead detective, Shona has to maintain a professional
distance. But she can’t ignore the hardship that her neighbours who
make a living at sea are experiencing. Suspicious behaviour seems to
be found at every turn. It’s impossible for Shona to get to the truth
unless she can gain the trust of those who know more than they’ve
been willing to reveal.

When frantic, dishevelled Edie Ledwell appears in the office begging
to speak to her, private detective Robin Ellacott doesn't know quite
what to make of the situation. The co-creator of a popular cartoon,
The Ink Black Heart, Edie is being persecuted by a mysterious online
figure who goes by the pseudonym of Anomie. Edie is desperate to
uncover Anomie's true identity. Robin decides that the agency can't
help with this - and thinks nothing more of it until a few days later,
when she reads the shocking news that Edie has been tasered and
then murdered in Highgate Cemetery, the location of The Ink Black
Heart.
Devastated by a recent pandemic brought in by outsiders, the
villagers of Blackrig in the Scottish Highlands are outraged when
they find that the nearby estate plans to reopen its luxury ‘party
house’ to tourists. As animosity sparks amongst the locals, part of
the property is damaged and, in the ensuing chaos, the body of a
young girl is found in the wreck. Seventeen-year-old Ailsa
Cummings went missing five years ago, never to be seen again –
until now. The excavation of Ailsa’s remains ignites old suspicions
cast on the men of this small community, including Greg, the
estate’s gamekeeper. At the beginning of a burgeoning relationship
with a new lover, Joanne, Greg is loath to discuss old wounds.
Frightened by Greg’s reaction to the missing girl’s discovery, Joanne
begins to doubt how well she knows this new man in her life.

PICK OF NEW RELEASES

Justice can be a blunt instrument. Ritchie Gulliver MP is dead.
Castrated and left to bleed in an empty Leith warehouse. Vicious,
racist and corrupt, many thought he had it coming. But nobody
could have predicted this. After the life Gulliver has led, the suspects
are many: corporate rivals, political opponents, the countless groups
he's offended. And the vulnerable and marginalised, who bore the
brunt of his cruelty - those without a voice, without a choice, without
a chance. As Detective Ray Lennox unravels the truth, and the list of
brutal attacks grows, he must put his personal feelings aside. But one
question refuses to go away... Who are the real victims here?
IIt’s the middle of the night when Detective Chris Bailey is called to
the crime scene. A body has been found dumped by the side of a
remote country road. The victim has been shot five times. She isn’t
wearing a coat, though it’s late February. Her empty purse is strewn a
few feet away, she is missing a shoe. Her brother, Mick, is devastated.
He’s only just moved back to the area after working a high-powered
job in Chicago, ready to start a new life. And now this. Then the killer
leaves Amanda’s ID and missing shoe at Mick’s house. Then a second
and third bodies are found, also shot five times, and each missing a
shoe — that later show up at Mick’s. Who is trying to frame Mick and
why? Just as Bailey feels he’s making progress, he receives his own
warning. Can he catch a killer, or will he be next?
When Jody Kavanagh is discovered close to death in her home, it's hard
to believe someone could have wanted to hurt her. Young, talented,
loved by those around her - she appears to have it all. Detective Inspector
Elliot Ryan and Sergeant Nola Kane begin to piece together a picture of
her life - but the image revealed is very far from perfect. Is her exhusband really who he seems to be? Why are her mother and sister
estranged? Why is her house full of cameras? Who was Jody afraid of and was she right? From the shaky glamour of Irish high society to the
cold heart of two broken families, Ryan and Kane must work against
hidden forces to restore their reputations and find who wanted to kill
Jody - and why.
IHigh up on a mountain road in the Balkans, former Olympic cyclist
Heather Bishop races her journalist boyfriend Ryan. But when he
suddenly disappears during the ride, suspicion falls on her.
Local police inspector, Simo Subotić, already has his hands full
investigating two mutilated bodies that have washed up on the banks
of the River Drina. Something is telling him that these two cases are
connected but nothing could prepare him for what is to come.
Only together can Simo and Heather hope to uncover the truth in time.
Their search not only exposes the darkness of Ryan’s past but exhumes
dangerous secrets of a region still reeling from the trauma of war. Are
some secrets so devastating that they should remain buried?

Not to be missed...

I'm always delighted to give a shout out to new releases and events, so do
get in touch if you've something you'd like me to add.
Drop me a line on Twitter @JackieJamxx

